
Tool 2: Preparing for & having ‘Uncomfortable Conversations’ 



Tool 3: Prompts for 1 thing to fix & 1 things to focus on 

Tool 4: Choosing the 1 thing to fix & 1 things to focus on 



Tool 5: A way to identify your one thing to fix & one to focus on 

Tool 6: Identify, plan, do, review - a way to stay on course  
            (& the foundations and practices to help you flourish)



Flourishing Teams Session 4 

Aim of these equips 
- To equip and enable us all to help build healthy, motivated and resilient Jesus centred, Spirit 

led teams in Living Hope and beyond.


Our 3 foundations: on which our flourishing teams and built 

Every flourishing team… 

Is ultimately made up of individuals who are flourishing. 

This is achieved and maintained when there is a focus on,     
and alignment between heads, hearts and hands. 

This maximises the opportunity for everyone to become a 
motivated Advocate for the team, rather than viewing 
themselves as purely a committed Resource.


Tool 1: defining and quantifying our team ‘Why’. 

Practicing Honour
Honour everyone: love the 
brotherhood, fear God,     
honour the king.


1 Peter 2v17

Renewing our minds

Do not be conformed to this 
world, but be transformed by the 
renewing of your mind. Then you 
will be able  to test and approve 
what is the good, pleasing, and 
perfect will of God.


Romans 12 v 2

Living in the light
But if we are living in the light, 
as God is in the light, then we 
have fellowship with each other, 
and the blood of Jesus, his Son, 
cleanses us from all sin.


1 John 1 v 7
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